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AaT. l.-An Essay on the Vernacular Literature of the iJ/ara
thas, by the Reverend Da. STEVENSON. 

The Marathas have been long famed throughout India for their war
like prowess and martial deeds ; and their history has been written 
not only by natives of the country, but has been deemed worthy of 
being transmitted to posterity in a distinct work in our own language. 
It has, however, I fear, been by all, except a few, generally supposed 
that they were destitute of any vernacul11r literature ; in fact, that the 
nation which, issuing from the Deccan, rolled back the tide of Mahom
medan conquest, gave laws to the Emperor of Delhi, and disputed 
the sovereignty of India with our countrymen, was little better 
than a horde of barbarians. The literature of the Marathas cannot 
indeed be compared with that of European nations, but they are by no 
means so far behind in literary matters as has often been supposed. 
The Brahminical portion of them can vie in their acquaintance with 
the common stores of Sanscrit literature with the Brahmins of most 
provinces in India : nor have there been wanting instances-as in the 
case of Sridhara, who wrote comments on the Bhagavat-of writers 
who have added their contributions to the general treasury. The Mara
thas have, besides, a literature of their own written in a dialect called 
the Pracrit. This Pracrit, as will fully appear from the specimens 
afterwards to be given, is nothing but the present spoken langu11ge in an 
antique dress, and without any of the modern additions to the language 
introduced by the Mahomedans. People, indeed, in familiar conver
sations, call all the spoken languages of India Pracrit ; but this 
dialect, which was probably that used by their fathers three or 
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four centuries ago, is so named by way of eminence. The basis 
of the Pracrit. as of 'all the languages of Northern India, seems 
at first to be entirely Sanscrit ; but I have given reaaoDB else
where for believing, and hope 1000 to be able to prove by a 
fuller induction, that there is another aboriginal language of India, 

· different from the Sanscrit, which bu nuited with the language of the 
Brahmins in forming the different dialects now spoken in Hindustan, 
and in the island of Ceylon. However this may be, it is in this 
Pracrit that most of the literary works in repute among the Marathu 
are written. It is also in similar antiquated dialects of Hindavi, Telugu, 
CaDlldi, Tamil, Singhaleae, &c., that literary works in other provinces 
of India are chie11.y written, just as if modern English writers 
-were to adopt the phraseology and style of Spencer and Chaucer. 
It is a si~gular fact also, and illustrative of a general principle 
developed in other parts of the world, that almost without exception 
all these Pracrit works are written in verse. Notwithstanding, how
ever, this predeliction for the antique, and love of poetic measures, 
the stirring events connected with the rise of the Maratha empire, 
and progress of the arms of their confederacy, excited men to write 
who could not be confined by such trammels. The soldier and the 
statesman in retirement committed their facts and observations to. 
paper in the same style that they had been in the habit of rehearsing 
their own exploits, or those of their patron leader, to the select circle 
of friends ; hence the origin of the historical treatises called Bokhars, 
written in the l1rnguage at present spoken by the Marathas. The 
aubstance of these Bokhars baviug been extracted by Grant Duff in 
his history of the Marathas, and my partial acquaintance with them 
having led me to form the idea, that in a literary point of l"iew they 
are of an inferior order, abounding in dry details, and making too 
free a use of Persian and Arabic worda to sene u models of style, 
I shall not here notice them any farther. Moat of them, I believe, 
have a place in the Mackenzie collection of manuscripts, and will sup
ply materials for those who wish to make more extended and minute 
historical researches. It is to the Pracrit literature, then, that on the 
present occasion we will confine our attention; it is to this that we 
must mainly have recourse for the history of mind among the Mar11thas. 
This is the source also whence the present style of Maratha compoaition 
must be improved, and a purely Indian Maratha introduced without 
~uperftuous furPigu additions. 
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It is a singular fact, that most of the authors among the Marathu 
who have written in the vernacular tongue have been Vaishnavaa, and 
by far the greater proportion Bandbo Vaishnavaa. There ia not a 
single Saiva author among them of any eminence ; and yet four-fiftha of 
the Brahmins, and othera who cultivate literature, are votaries of 
Siva. This doea not arise from any inferiority of genius, but from 
contempt of the vernacular languagea in the Saivaa, and, like the acbool
men of the middle ages in Europe, their eateeming no modem dialect 
either worthy or capable of conveying to posterity the truths of re
ligion and philosophy. The liberal feeling of the Bandho Vaishnavu, 
on the contrary, baa excited them to make an effort to communicate 
their ideaa to the people in a language intelligible to all, and to 
break down the barriers which for ages had debarred the populace 
from all nccell8 to any more knowledge than a man's particular spiri
tual guide could or would communicate. They accordingly are the 
fathers of Maratha literature ; and the most distinguished literary cha
ractera that have appeared in Maharaahtra have belonged to their sect. 

The oldeat Pracrit writer, whose name and writings have come down 
to posterity, is Nama; usually called Nam Deva. He is said to hBTe 
been a foundling, and to have been brought up in the family of a tailor, 
;whose profession he followed in after life. Nama, as we have already 
seen, was one of the first disciples of Pundalika, * who eatablished an 
ecclesiastic Hinduism at Pandharpur about the beginning of the 14th 
century of our era. His writings consist of moral and religions pre
cepts delivered in metrical poems called Abhanys. 

The Abhany iii a trochaic ode, the verses of which consist of four, 
three, or two fret ; every two lines rhyming with one another, and con. 
sisting generally of from four to thirty lines. This kind of verse is 
regulated by the accent of the words, as in English and other European 
languages, and not by the length of the syllables, aa in Sanscrit, 
Greek, and Latin. 

Nama carried out his theories into practice so far as to have his 
housrhold instructed in· those' branches, of knowledge with which he 
·himself was acquainted. One of ~is femare slaves, Zaua Bai, became 
herself an authoress, and some of 'her Abhanys have been handed 
down to postrrity. Alt-hough but a slave girl, she was a virtuous 

• Pundalika 11 probably a name or VW>nu adopted by that half Brahmirilcal, half 
Buddhist oage. It la probably the same word .. Pundarekaby, under which uome \bo be ill 
~o....Uy mentioned, and which ill uaduubtedly a name of Vlahnu. 
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woman, nor do even the Saiva Brahmins accuse her of the want of 
any of the proprieties of her sex, although put in possession of an 
instrument they profess to deem dangerous in the hands of a female. 

The example of Zana Bai was followed by Mukta-bai, the sister of 
Dnanoba, of whom more particular mention will afterwards be made. 
Some of her Abhanys also are preserved. The following, an ode 
displaying no mean talent and acuteness, is a favourable specimen 
of her style of composition. In reading it, it is to be kept in mind 
that its end is to show the superiority of divine knowledge to ritual 
observances :-

\ ~ ~ ~ ~ ilftfilllel form qro~ 

~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ 1111f141ffi PiiQ1~11 
. " ~ E'l'tlll'Q 

~ ~ ~ if1ITT" ~ 

~~ 

' :snull"~ ~ ~ <fit im ;pf ~ 
-s aiNr ~ ~~ ~ ~rm im ffl:fr ~ 
~~ 

"Siva taught Brahma the GayRtri, and Vishnu taught him the daily 
" prayers. They then instructed Brahma in the ceremonial of bathing, 
" with the accompanying prayers ; and nlso in the six shastras, and 
" puranas. For making him an adept in the performance of austerities 
" and all ritual observances, they also initiated him into the way of per
" forming the different kinds of sacrifice. But if divine love dwell in 
" my breast, I am necessarily pure, and all creation subject to me. And 
" how should my body be free from ceremonial defilement, unless I 
" reverence Brahmn, who is lord of all the holy places? Tu 
" know what may be known was laid down ns the thing essential ; 
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" atlerwards works were enjoined. First Vishnu initiated Brahma into 
" science, and then imposed on him the three kinda of ceremonial 
" works. To know what mRy be known is the essential thing. What 
" means then that term works ?" 

Thus inquires Mukta-bai Dnanoba, one or the most celebrated 
Pracrit writers, who was a fellow disciple with Nama of Pundalika. 
His father was by birth a Brahmin, but soon after his marriage, before 
he bad any family, became a Sanyasi, and bid adieu to the world. 
The head Sanyasi of the establishment at Benares, whither be had 
gone, shortly after, in bis way to visit the holy places in the south, 
stopped at Alandi near Punali, the residence of the young Sanyasi's 
wife, whom he saw performing her worship with great intensity of 
mind. Without knowing her, or the state in which she was left, be 
gave her a blessing, promising her four children. An explanation 
ensued, the result of which was, that the old Sanyasi started imme
diately for Benares, and sent back his brother to his wife. The 
Brabmins would however neither receive him nor his children into 
caste, till Dnanoba and his brothers had convinced all the learned men 
at Paithan that he and bis brothers were under the special protection 
of the deity. Dnanoba composed not only Abhanys, but a commentary 
also on the Bhagavat-Gita for the sake of those who did not understand 
the Sanscrit ; a work in great repute among the Marathas, but now 
in some places as difficult to understand as the original. He and 
his two brothers Sopaudeva and Nivrittee were reckoned incRrna
tions of Vishnu, Brahma, and Siva ; an.d theirsister the incarnRtion of 
Brahmi. 

All of them were authors, but Dnanoba by his superior glory 
has obscured the splendour of all the rest. The date of the Com
mentary on the Gita mentioned above is Salivahana Salea 1212. 
A. D. 1290. If then we allow fifteen years to have elapsed since 
the introduction of the Ecclectic system of Pandharpur,-only a 
reasonable time to permit matters to proceed so far as to give birth 
to such a work,-the rise of the Bandho Vaishnavas may be dated 
a quarter of a century earlier than we ventured to do in a former 
paper, and so we may assign their origin to the last quarter of the 
thirteenth, instead of the beginning of the fourteenth century of our era. 
The above mentioned date I have ascertained from two or three 
different manuscripts, all of which agree ; and as it comes so near 
my former computation from the genealogy of Sri1lhar's famil.v, con-

2 
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tained in another work, I think considerable confidence may be 
placed on it.* 

From this time onward, such moral odes as we have already de
acribed seem to have be.en produced by several authors, some of whose 
names have been handed down to posterity. One of them, Atmanaya
ks, a collection of whose Abhanys I have seen, was a Mahar,-a class of 
people, who, though not properly outcastes, are not permitted to 
have any communication even with the lowest caste into which re
gular Hindus are divided, and are either the descendants of the abo
riginal inhabitants who were not received into the Hindu association, 
or of persons who, at some later period, had been expelled from society. 

Some time, also, after Dnanoba, another famous writer, called Ek
nath, flourished. I have not seen any of his larger works, and cannot 
determine more nearly the particular time at which he lived. His 
most celebrated work is a translation of a portion of the Bhagavat. 
He was a Bandho Vishnava, and got into difficulties with the Brahmins 
about his caste, on account of the attention he paid to a religious 
Mahar in supplying him with food as he passed his house on a journey. 
He wrote also Abhanye, some of which reflect very severely on idol· 
atry ; and remind the scripture reader of some passages of the old 
Testament ; and the classical student of Horace's delicate satire on 
Priapus. Some of his lines on the subject were quoted in a former 
paper. His preceptor, Janardan, was also an author ; but of his 
writings few have come down to posterity. 

Sridhar, a learned Brahmin who commented on the Bhagavat, and of 
the same religious profession, is the next author of eminence that 
appeared among the Marathas. His most famous works were a life of 
the Pandavas ; a life of Ram ; and a life of Krishna ; called respective
ly the Pandava-pratapt, the Ramvijaya, and the Harivijaya. The 
last mentioned work was finished Sal. Shaka 1493 ; so that the 
author must have flonrished rather after the middle of the fifteenth 
century of our era. If Sridhar had any higher object than mere 
literary fame, he probably intended to propagate the tenets of his sect, 
and the name of Pandurang, by associating them with the popular 
legends current among the Hindus. The following description of the 

• The author of the Balltl VIJaya, a ht.lorlcal record of the 11111Je8 fonnerly mentioned, 
mlkal Nama Dnuoba and Kabir eotemporarlee; but no dependanee can be placed on whllt 
he dellven In regard to the date of events tbat happened long pravlotu1 to hi• own Um•, 
1111d the 1e1USIOIJ above referred IO, which be baa preoerved, Is a much more certain plde. 
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God Siva was no doubt intended to throw covert ridicule on him and 
his worship. It is introduced u spoken by the mothers of Krishna 
to frighten the infant deity into propriety while puling, because 
she would not fetch down the moon to him for a plaything. It is as 
follows:-

~ ~~~ qm~~~ 
im-.~~ IJRT~~ 
~llNf~~ ~~~ 
rott?F~~ ~im~ 
~ m rw Rtrie ~ w 
~~mm-~~ 
... .... . . .... 
~~ 'lmr~~m 

wfifit~~ ~~~ 
~ ao(<ntlfil ~ 

~ 1. 341€1?1~ f.rif 
lllfrl ffi' ifllli5Mlftt ifil'05' 

~Rt~111~1l ~ 

iflt t m-r ~ 
~ iifITT 3lIT ~ 

iNr ~ Cf'SCfl"liiS 

~~ 
"After this Krishna lay rolling on the floor. His mother then 

"called out-Holloa ! what a terrible mis-shapen fright is that stand
" ing at the door; the monster has got five heads, and a long pigtail 
" hanging down his back ; he has got a third eye, which sends forth 
" flames, and there is a continual dripping of water from his head. A 
" fearful ascetic I derlare ! The moon is glaring on his forehead, and 
" he has a blue throat ; he has parched grain in his hand, and his body 
"all covered with ashes ; he has an elephant's skin for a mantle, and 
"a tiger's hide wrapped round his loins. The very sight of him is 
"tormenting! Up Krishna, flee in silence and hide vourself! The 
"yogi is standing outside red with rage as fire, a very devil of devils ; 
" he seems as if he would cram all the three worlds into his fist, and 
" make off with them !" 

The metre of the above specimen is that in which most of Sridhar's 
works are composed, and is called the Vovi. It is a loose Trochaic, 
arranged in stanzas of four lines ; of which the three first rhyme with 
one another, while the fourth does not. Each line has four feet, but 
the inherent short vowel of the different letters is e~pressed, or 
suppressed, just as the verse requires. 

H 
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The next Pracrit writer of eminence is Tuka Ram ; the contem• 
porary of the great Sivaji, and the Kaber of the Marathas. Tuka 
11pares neither Brahmin nor Gosain, bot lashes all with his unsparing 
ridicule. The influence of his works among the middle classes of the 
community is greater than that of all the Shastras and Purans put 
together, and his writings have been mainly instrumental in presening 
among the Marathas some rational motives oo the subject of religion 
and morality, notwithstanding all the attempts of bigotted Brahmins 
to render them the pUBive slRVes of an inane and seductive ceremonial. 
He, however, was the last writer of .~ bhanys in ridicule of superstition. 
The Saiva Brahmins under the Peshvas soon monopolized all 
power and influence, and it did not suit their policy to unsettle 
people's minds in reference to subjects on a belief in which so 
many of their caste depended for a livelihood, aod therefore future 
authors were obliged to pursue a different course. The original of 
the lines in ridicule of the Gosains. a paraphrase of which was formerly 
given, is as follows :-

awil' ~ ~ int awtt ~ ~ct m 
IJTbiti_rat~~ ~~~ 
~ ~ ~l<"Cil~ 4Cfl#iij'11 ~ ~ 
~ ~ 1rit aim ~ (ijqnn~ ilT1f 

" Brother-we ha\•e become a Goaaln and abandoned everything, 
Patel-build us he1·u a Chapel, bring plenty of bliaog and tobacco, 

Provide daily food for me, 1111d send a sMer to serve me. 
Tuka said, that such devotion resembled the mull wom at the Batnmalla." 

The justice of these lines will appear evident to every one who 
remembers that at Puna there is a suburb containing many splendid 
temples and commodious mansions, all built by the Gosains from 
the profit of their merchandise ; and that it is inhabited by familie11 
of their profession, whose only mark of ascetism is the yellow colour of 
their garments. 

Ramdas, the spiritual guide of Sivaji, may be mentioned, also, as a 
Pracrit author : he composed a dialogue on the Hindu religion, called 
Das-Bodh, for the instruction of his illustrious pupil. He was 
born S. Shaka 1530, and died 1603, or A. D. 1681. 

V aman, a writer also belonging to the same era, possesses a good 
deal of fame as a Pracrit writer : he translated a part of the Bhagant, 
and composed other treatises illustrative of the Hindu religion. He 
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wrote in the Sama Shoka, a sloka constructed according to the com
mon roles applicable to Sanscrit compositions, and also having the two, 
three, or four last syllables of one line rhyming with an equal number 
of the preceding. 

After Vaman comes Moro-Pant, the most popular of all the 
Pracrit writers with the Brahmins. Though a Vishnava, he WRS a 
Bhagavat, or liberal Vishnava, and wrote poems in honour of other 
gods, as well as of Vishnu. His verses are generally written in the 
Arya measure, in which the time of every line ia the same ; connting 
a long syllable two times, and a short syllable one. His works are 
very voluminous : he wrote in imitation of the Ramayana and Bharata, 
as well as on miscellaneous subjects. It is said that he was first a 
clerk, and sat up a whole night to find out an error of two annas 
(three-pence) which had taken place in the annual accounts of his 
employer : his master or his wife-for here accounts differ-represented 
to him, that if a similar intensity of mind werd directed towards 
divine things, he would rise to the highest rank in a future world. 
From that day he abandoned the world, and devoted himself to religion ; 
but instead of idling away his time like most who adopt the V airagya, 
he employed himself in composing the above mentioned works. 

Amrit Rao was a contemporary of Moro-Pant's. Both flourished 
in the reign of Bolaji Visvanath, usually called Nana Saheb, who 
founded the Peshva dynasty at Puna in the beginning of the eighteenth 
century of our era (A. n. lil2). He wrote in what are called 
Padas, long lines of about 60 syllables,· but as I have not seen any of 
his works, I cannot give any particular description of them. 

The same remark is applicable to the works of Ram Joshi of Solapur, 
who flourished in the reign of the first Baji Rao, a generation later 
than the preceding author ; and to those of Anand Phandi, who wrote 
songs and.hymns in praise of the second Baji Rao and Bapu Gokla, in 
the beginning of the present century. There are several other names of 
considerable note among the Marathas, as Raghunath Pandit, Sadasiva 
Mamkesvar ; and some poets are alive even at the present time, 
though none of equal fame with those we have mentioned. Relative to 
all of these our limits will not permit me to be more particular. The 
Bhakta Vijaya by Makunda Rao we formerly noticed. 

The songs composed in praise of modem heroes, and of the fair 
sex, I am told, would form a large collection if brought all together, 

2 * 
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and vie in the figure hyperbole with similar compositions in any other 
nation. One which I accidentally saw demonstrated to the satisfaction 
of the author and his admirers, that nothing could stand before woman ; 
and that not only had great and learned men fallen before her, but 
even Goda and Rishis. Such compositions are called Lavanya, and 
form, with other things, an important index to the national mind. All 
the descriptions given by Ward and other Christian writers of the 
licentiousness of many Hindu customs and religious rites are flattery 
compared with the exposUJ'es made by these unblushing native painters, 
who boldly approach subjects and ideas from which the mind of a 
European instinctively turns away, and which, indeed, could not be 
expressed in our.language. I am fully aware of the imperfection of 
this sketch of Pracrit literature. If, however, I should be instrumental 
in paving the way to future inquirers, my great end will have been 
gained. I should wish to see the attention of learned natives directed 
to a selection of some of the best of the pieces abovementioned, for the 
purpose of having two or three volumes accurately printed, with an 
index of difficult words for the sake of beginners. The study of these 
authors would improve the style of Maratha composition, which is in 
danger at present, from an almost exclusive attention to foreign lite
rature. To a learned native the English is needful to open up to him 
a storehouse of ideas ; but the Pracrit must be studie~ in order that 
he may be able to dift'use beneficially among his countrymen the 
knowledge he has acquired. 

11.-Dr. Nichol.son on the Island of Perim • 

. Dr. Nicholson, Civil Surgeon at Surat, havinR permitted the fol
lowing valuable paper on the Island of Perim to be published in the 
JoW'nal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, it will 
be useful to insert all the information yet before the public on this 
most interesting subject. This information is as yet very scanty, but 
when it is known that it is so, there is no reason to fear that this rich 
field of research will be much longer neglected. The interest excited 
in all parts of the civilized world by the recent discoveries in the 
fossil remains of the Sub-Himalayan i:egions, give an additional im
portance to the history of those found in our own neighbourhood, and 
a strong inducement to spari: no pains to identify and describe the 
fossils, and to compare them with those illustrated in so admirable a 
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manner by Dr. Falconer and Captain Cautly, and Lients. Baker and 
Durand in Bengal, and by Dr. Buckland and Mr. Clift in England. 

lo anticipation of the importance to Science which these remains 
are likely to attain when better known, it may be worth while to men
tion the dates of the various communications on this subject that have 
appeared. The first discovery of fossil bones in North W estem India 
was made by Dr. C. Lush, of the Bombay Army, and is noticed in a 
paper entitled "Geological Notes on the Northern Cookan and a 
small portion of Guzerat and Kattywar," published in the Journal of 
the Asiatic Society of Bengal, No. 60, December 1836. This paper 
was received by the Bombay Medical and Physical Society in May of 
the same year, and was communicated to the Calcutta Journal on the 
17th August following, in a letter from Dr. Morehead, the Secretary, 
to Mr. James Prinsep, the conclusion of which is as follows:-" I am 
"' further directed by the Committee to request, that in the event of 
"'Dr. Lush's paper not being aclapted for the pages of your Journal, 
"you will be kind enough to return it to me, that the Committee 
" may adopt other measures for giving publicity to the interesting 
" facts which it contains, and the merit of the discovery of which 
"rests solely with Dr. Lush." The part of Dr. Lush's paper in 
which he announced this discovery, together with Baron Hugel's 
note (who, it will be observed, did not visit the Island,) and Mr. Full
james' interesting paper, both published in the Journal of the Asiatic 
Society of Bengal for June 1836, constitute the whole of the informa
tion we possess on Perim. Baron Hugel also forwarded a communi
cation (now first published) to the Secretary to the Bombay Asiatic 
Society in June 1836, together with a collection of specimens. The 
specimens are not of great value, but the collection will soon be 
increased by other contributions. Valuable collections have already 
been presented to the Calcutta Museum, and sent to Europe, by Baron 
Hugel, Mr. Fulljames, and others, and a few are in possession of the 
Geographical Society and of private individuals here. 

JoeN G. MALCOLMSON. 

Extract from Dr. Ltuh'1 paper on tlie Geology of the North"" 
Conkan.-Journal of the Anatic Society of Bengal, December, 1836, 
page1 768, i69. 

"The next point at which I found conglomerate rock was at Gogo 
in Kattywar, where masses of rock containing shells are dug out from 




